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RrrrcroN AND Curr PR,rcrlcr

Y n the nlodeln world. Westenr societies telrcl to sepíìríìte religion

| .na ritual fi'onr other aspects of sociery in a way that ancient or:

I "primitive" societies did not. In ancient cllitures religion was an

integral part of daily life, inclucling the treatment of the cleceased after

death. For a heavily agrariân society, clrlt practice centered on daily
and seasonal activities and on human involvement with a perceived

supernatLrrâl world. Although it is difficr-rlt to reconstrLlct belief systems

without documentary eviclence (below, pp. r73-82), the archaeolog-

ical record preserves mllch evidence for r:itual equipnent and activi-
ties. What makes Minoan sociery interesting, as well as diffìcult for us

to understancl, is the apparent overlap between religion, sociery and
politics. Some of these issues have been addressed in detail,' but no
consensus has emerged among scholars - an impossibiliry perhaps, in
any discussion of religion!

'W'e assume that the foundations ofNeopalatial religion were laid in
the Protopalatial period, and probably much eadier, in the form of cults
at ceves (sorne at quite remote locations). rt sânctuaries oll mountain
peaks throughout the island where offerings were made of terracotta
human and anirnal figures, and at corrrrnunal tombs, often deliberately
situated to provide easy access from the homes of the living (Ch. 4,
p.93).At the time of the first palaces, there is evidence for the exis-
tence of smali shrines outside the palaces, and for the adoption of certain
syrnbols such as the horns of consecration (shaped like abstract bull
horns; Ch. ó, p. r48) and short stone blocks ("altars") with incurved
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sides. The palaces, moreover, may have prornoted some offìcial or pub*
lic cults alongside personal or private belief systems for individuals (Cþ.
j, p. r 14). What is noteworthy, however, is that Crete lacks evidence ¡q.
the large formal temples that are such a common feature of contenrpo-
rary cultures such as those ofEgypt and Mesopotarnia, and the evidence
for depictions of divinities in the form of cult statues is arnbiguous ¿¡

best.

With sociery's increasing focus on the major palaces and adrnin-
istrâtive centers at the beginning of the Neopalatial period, control of
public religion and cult practice may have become increasingly domi-
nated by the palatial elite, especiaily at Knossos. Although the number
of peak sanctuaries on the island actually declined overall, activities at a

few select sanctuaries (such as Mt. Iuktas near Knossos) became rnore
intense, and the offerings richer and more varied. The connection
berween palace and peak should be emphasized because it is a feature
that clearly distinguishes Crete from other ancient societies. One regu-
lar form of cult activiry perhaps with social overtones, was the periodic
visit or pilgrimage to these peak sanctuaries, where food and drink was

consumed and offerings were made at bonfires.
Kato Syme, high on the slopes of Mt. Dikte overlooking the

south coast of Crete. was an irnportant open-air sanctuary apparently
unconnected with any major settlernent, and perhaps inaccessible dur-
ing the winter. Nevertheless, Kato Syme shows evidence ofboth Proto-
and Neopalatial cult activiry with clear indications of cult continuiry
into the historical period, when the sanctuary was sacred to Flermes and
Aphrodite. Below an imposing waterfall, small ritual structures were laid
out on a steep slope around areas that included large bonfires and places

where votive offerings such as stone offering tables were deposited.
Most ritual equipment was portable and was stored in small rooms

or closets when not in use (as at Nirou Chani; Ch. ó, p. r49): metal
double axes (some large and clearly meant for public display, others
small and made of gold or silver appropriate for dedications), tripod
offering tables, and stone and pottery vessels (both are often found in
pair$. A special class of stone ritual vessels includes bull's head rhyta
(ceremonial vessels) for holding and pouring liquid oflerings and carved
relief rhyta with scenes ofmen and male activities (Ch. ó, p. r j8). Ivory
was used mainly for statuettes of men, such as the elaborate youth
from Palaikastro (Ch. 6, p. 16o; Pls. ó.9, ó.ro); the ivory "goddesses"
in modern rrruseums appear to be fakes.2 Faience was used instead for
statuettes of women and for plaques of female costumes clearly meant
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for suspension. Bronze could be used for votive figures of both sexes,

alongside the traditional terracotta examples. The portability of all these

objects suggests thal there were few fixed or perrnanent locations for

¡eligious ceremonies - activities could be staged in different locations as

needed. The Zakros palace, for instance, had storeroorns with built-in
clay chests that contained stone chalices, rnaces, and faience shells, all of
lvhich may actually have been used in the adjoining "banqueting hall"
or the central court near-þ (Fig. ó.5).

Engraved sealstones and metal finger rings (or their impressions

tn clay) provide additional evidence of ritual activities and the loca-

dons where they occurred. 'W'omen and men tend to appear in sex-

ually segregated groups, except on a few sealstones and in a few of
the Knossos frescoes where large numbers of people are gathered

(the "Grandstand" and the "Sacred Grove").3 The west and central
courts of palaces may have served as the gathering points for these

large groups. Although there were few, if any, built temples in the
Classical Greek sense, small tripartite shrines are depicted repeatedly,

often associated with small trees or large plants - ûren mây pull on
the branches, men embrace boulders, and men and women can appear

in dances that have been characterized as ecstatic. The tree-pulling,
boulder-embracing, and dancing may have been designed to provoke
the divine epiphany of a goddess or god (Chs. ó, p. r59; rr, p.279;
Pl. ó.t).4

Some of these shrines depicted in art are so flimsy they r-nay

have been only facades set up at certain times and then dismantled.
On a carved ivory fragment from '\yia Triacla, fwo young girls garland
flirnsy pavilions set up on bases and crowned by horns of consecration,
perhaps temporary constructions. The Zakros Sanctuary Rhyton (Pl.

7.r) depicts a peak sanctuary consisting of a tripartite façade with horns
of consecration and "masts" set in the background like a backdrop for
the courtyard in front (below, p. r8o). This contains two altars: one a

long, rectangular tabie and the other a Minoan incurved base - examples
of both have been found at Archanes.5

Few images ofgoddesses or gods can be recognized beyond doubt.
Because so many representations of importallt wonlen survive, some
scholars have hypothesized the existence of a supreme Minoan goddess,
or of a whole series of goddesses. Â suggested compromise proposes
the existence of one rnain goddess with various aspects.6 That these

are speculations, rather than fact, should remind us again how nebulous
our reconstruction of Minoan religion still remains.
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Most convincing as the depiction of a goddess is the appearancs

in some scenes of a large woman, often placed centrally, seated on ¿

rocky outcrop, br-rilt platform, throne, or abbreviated palatial architec*

ture, ancl attended by extraordinary or supernatural animals such as

lions and griffìns (P1. 7.2). Other depictions are more controversial.

One such "mistress of anirnals" who could represent a divinify wears

unusual headgear with wide, curving horns, surmounted by a clouble

axe (the so-called sriake frarne headdress) whose signifìcance is disr

puted. Other women may hold a staff (scepter or spear?) stiffly out in
front of them in what is called the "Commanding Gesture," a con-

ventional pose that could denote either divine or temporal authority.

The fìgure of a man in similar pose on a clay sealing (a lump of clay

impressecl by a seal) fi'om Chania (Pl. 7.3) has likewise been inter-

preted as a god or âs a ruler; he stands atop a cifyscape that includes a

cliff , cave, ancl waves, perhaps depicting the ancient harbor of Chania

itself.T

The presence of unusual animals is sometimes interpreted as signi-

fizing the diviniry of the anthropomorphic fìgures that they accompany.

These animals include lions and other felines, griffins (with eagle heads

ancl wings and leonine bodies; Figs. rr.5c, rr.5e), Cretan agrimia
(wild goats), monkeys, and various birds. Lions, griffins, and monkeys

are clearly exotic creatures, associated with rulers or divinities in other

ancient cultures of the eastern Mediterranean; their presence on Crete

(P1. 7.2) suggests a borrowing on at least the iconographic level. The

presence of agrimia in a variely of Minoan scenes such as the Zakros

Sanctuary Rhyton (Pl. 7.r) likewise suggests that they signaled some-

thing special.

Another clear instance oficonographic transfer from the supernat-

ural realm is the figure of Taweret, a hippopotamus goddess associated

with women and childbirth in Egypt.s She appeared on Crete in Pro-

topalatial times, and continued in later periods, but we cannot be sure

if the Minoans kept her original religious meaning when they bor-

rowed and changed her image. On Crete, these creatures often hold

libation jugs for pouring offerings, but they also have lion heads and

per{orm a range of other activities. Because the image continued to

evolve in the Aegean, this being is often called the "Minoan genius,"
and the Mycenaeans adopted her as well (Ch. rr,pp. 275-6' 279;

Fig. r r.5d).
During the Neopalatial period, Minoan religious iconography and

even specific cult practices such as peak sanctuaries and associated equip-

ment spread off Crete to some of the "Mino anized" sites in the Cyclades
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súch as Ayios Yioryios on þthera, Akrotiri on Thera, Phylakopi

en Melos, and Ayia Irini on Keos (Ch. 8, pp. 189-97). Possibly

this spread represents a forn of religious colonialism -with political

overtones, similar to the role that the Catholic church played in the

!,uropean colonization of the New 'World, the Far East, and much of
the rest of the globe frorn the fifteenth century cE onward.

Most experts accept that the Ayios Yioryios peak sanctuary on

Kythera, with its bronze and terracotta figurines and stone vessels

(including one with an inscription), functioned like its religious coun-

terparts on Crete. Similarly, Cretan style frescoes have been found on

Melos, on Keos, and especially on Thera. Xeste 3 at Akrotiri on Thera

(Ch. 8, pp. rg2-3) had an intriguing fresco depicting two young women

flanking a seated "'Wounded'Woman" with a bleeding foot, above a

lustral basin (small sunken room of unknown function; Ch. ó, p.

r48) on the gr-ound floor; an adjacent wall shows a shrine façade and

ffee, motiß familiar from Cretan religious iconography. On the second

floor of Xeste 3 another complicated scene (P1. 7.2; Fig.7.r) depicts

a woûran in Minoan costlrme, seated on a stepped architectural plat-
form and attended by a blue monkey, a leashed griffìn, and four you11g

girls - the woman flanked by her exotic animals can be accepted as a

(or the) Minoan goddess. Â later sealstone, now in the Benaki Museum
in ,tthens, shows a man standing on horns of consecration between
a winged agrimi with a lionl bocly and a Minoan genius - like the
Akrotiri goddess, he too should be divine.e ,\s we travel farther afield,

the evidence for Minoan religion becomes nlore tenuous and harder to
interpret: the faience "sacral knots" and lion and bullt head rhyta in the
Mycenae shaft graves could represent exoticâ rather than an adoption
of Cretan belief systems (Ch. t r, pp. z5g-6t).

A special class of objects, stone oflering tables, wete dedicated
at peak sanctuaries. Many of thern carry a formulaic inscription in
the script known as Linear A; these inscriptions seem to refer to a

single goddess,"JA-SA-SA-R 4" (below, pp. 174-ù.,\nother aspect of
Minoan religion is debated as well: the possible role of animal sacrifice,
which is such a prominent feature of Greek religion in historical times.'o
Because of the repeated depiction of bulls and bull-leaping at Knossos

(frescoes and relief fi'escoes, stone rhyta and relief vessels, terracotta
vessels and figurines, seals, sealings, and finger rings), the capture of and
playing with bulls as a prelude to sacrifice has been investigated frorn
a number of viewpoints.tt Because some scenes show bulls trussed on
low tables, there seems little doubt that some of them were killed and

consuned, in a practice that may have been social, religious, or both-
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But in contrast to the historical period, there is little indication that
portions of the animal were burnt as offerings to a divinity."

More disturbing are the indications of possible human sacrifice
in the Knossos area. A basement room in a LM IB house west of
the palace contained cooking pots and the bones of several children
that appear to have been defleshed deliberately.'3 Such defleshing ig
a practtce in later Greek culture, but some have suggested that the
children had been cannibalized, perhaps as the resulr of siege conditions
or as an extraordinary sacrifice. At Anemospilia south of Knossos sn
the route up to Mt. Iuktas, a stone building (way station?) collapsed in
an earthquake at the beginning of the Neopalatial period, burying four
individuals, one ofwhom, a young male, was lying on a platform next to
a lance blade. The excavator thinks the young male had been sacrificedra
(he may more likely have been the victim of a hunting accident);
without a complete and detailed excavation report it is diffìcult to
interpret the event.

Finally, we should note that Minoan religion might have fluc-
tuated considerably during the Neopalatial era. And it probably con-
tained local elements; hundreds of sealings at Zakros, for instance, were
impressed with the faces of three-sided prisms that depict bull-women,
lion faces carrying snake frames, winged goat-men, and other strange
monsters. At a number of sites, like Palaikastro, objects like stone horns
of consecration were discarded or reused as building material during
LM IB, perhaps indicating resistance in parts of the island to the tenets
of established religion following the destabilizing eruption of the Thera
volcano (Ch. 8, p. rS9). Other locations, such as the island of Pseira,
were given a relief fresco of a goddess and other cult equipment only in
LM IB, following the eruption.-What can be said with certainty is that
the widespread destructions at the end of LM IB marked a significant
change in Minoan religious practices.

BuRrer Cusrous

Despite the impressive remains of Neopalatial habitation sires, rhe
accompanying cemeteries have proved elusive, leading some scholars,
such as ourselves, to wonder ifsome Minoans of the New Palace period
were buried at sea. Recent excavations, however, are helping to redress

this imbalance, though most of the burials uncovered thus far repre-
sent the elite members of society, not the common people. The large
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FIGURE 7.r. Goddess in upper fresco from Xeste 3, Akrotiri, Thera. Drawing by
Paul Rehak.

cemetery at Archanes-Phournoi (P1. l.ù extends over much of the
long ridge below and to the north of Mt. Iuktas, and includes burials
that run continuously from Earþ Minoan times through the Proto-
and Neopalatial periods into the Late Minoan period. A wide vari-
ery ofpractices are represented, however: tholos tombs (round domed
tombs), burial in built structures, inhumation (burial) and the use of
terracotta sarcophagi, and the collection of skulls following the decom-
position of the body.
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Several cave tombs were found at Mavrospelio northeast of the
Knossos palace, now augmented by the discovery of half a dozen pit-
cave tombs used for successive inhumations , (many of them warrior
graves and burials with bronzes) excavated at Poros near Flerakleio¡,
one of the port towns of the Knossos area.ts The Odos Poseidonos

tomb at Poros consists of an antechamber and tr;vo main rooms with
built dividing walls. Material from the earlier burials was brushed into
a pit to make room for new arrivals, continuing an earlier Minoan
practice. Though the tomb was partially robbed in antiquity and the
entrânce passage used for a dump, skeletal material - especially skulls -
survives from a score of individuals. Some of these burials included rich
grave goods: sealstones of semiprecious stone and an imported scarab,

a gold finger ring and silver earrings, beads of various semiprecious
materials, many small cups, an ivory comb, and plaques from a boar's
tusk helmet. The complete lack of bronze and precious metal vessels

suggests that the looters may have targeted these objects.
The Leophoros lkarou tomb, located nearby, was similar in form

but included an antechamber with a carved pillar along with several

rooms. Once again, earlier burials were collected and redeposited in
special areas, especially the skulls, which far outnumbered the com-
plete bodies. Signifìcantly, the use of the tomb began in MM IIB and
expanded in Neopalatial times to the end of LM IB. In addition to
the ubiquitous cups, there were signet rings of gold, silver, and bronze,
an imported Canaanite amphora, more sealstones, and a wide range of
personal ornaments.

In both tombs, individuals were laid to resr initially on plain
or painted wooden biers or beds, sometimes deposited atop a low,
built platform or dais. Significantly, this burial practice foreshadows by
some seven centuries the later Greek rituals of prothesis (mourning
the deceased on a bier) and ekphora (carrying a bier to a grave site)
that we see on Late Geometric vases (Ch. r3, pp. 338-9; Pl. r3.z).
The Minoan burials in Neopalatial sarcophagi at Archanes-Phournoi
remind us that at least two types offunerary rites coexisted in Crete, but
only in the succeeding period (LM II-IIIA) would sarcophagi begin to
carry painted decoration that included the human figure.

Finally, two unique and enigmatic funerary structures deserve
mention: the so-called Temple Tomb just south of Knossos and the
Royal Tomb to the north at Isopata.'ó Both constructions seem to be-
long to the latter half of the New Palace period. The Temple Tomb was

partially built into the side of a hill, with an open courtyard separating
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an anteroom from a pair of chambers with a pillar; skeletal material

(sorne of later date) suggests a funerary function for the building. The
poyal Tomb, dismantled during'W'orld'W'ar II, consisted of ¿ dromos
(enffance passage) leading to a large, vaulted, rectangular chamber where

the dead were buried. These different structLlres illustrate inventive

approaches to funerary architecture for elite individuals or families in
the Knossos area.

Wn rrrNc AND ADMrNrsrRATroN

W'e first see administration on the Greek mainland in EB II, a sealing

administration adapted from that which had already operated in the

Near East for a millennium (Ch. 2, pp. 30, 34-). Basic administration
is simple: certain people and regions are expected (i.e., taxed) to pro-
duce specific goods; these are collected at an adrninistrative center and

redistributed back to the people.
A simple scenario for Minoan Crete would go like this: adminis-

trators at the regional center assess several villages to provide the state

with a certain number of bushels of olives and jars of wine (both prod-
ucts ready for consumption by February). By the due date one village
has contributed its total assessment, but other villages have made only
partial payments - we can assume the remainder eventually will be paid.
As the commodities enter the palace for storage, the administrators in
charge tie string around the handles of the bushels of olives and over
cloths that cover the mouths of the wine jars. Over the knots of these

tied strings they then press lumps of clay and impress the clay lumps
with the engraved seals and finger rings provided by the state; these
sealings authenticate the transaction (Fig. r.3). After the standardization
of seal shapes at the beginning of the Neopalatial period, the sryles of
the engravings began to change in regular succession to correspond
with major changes in administration. If olives and wine can be rep-
resented by tokens, say olive pits and grape seeds, and ifthe quantities
needed are standardized (each bushel with a specifìed volume, each jar
with a specified quantify of wine), then the entire transaction can be
conducted without writing: as each village contributes its olives and
wine, the administrators move the representative numbers of pits and
seeds from an akeady established pile (the assessment) to create a new
pile representing the commodities brought into the system. When the
commodities are redistributed, specific quantities of wine and olives,
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for example, going for state-sponsored cerernonies and other quantir

ties to towns and people that provide other commodities to the state,

then that âmount of seeds and pits is removed from the "incorne" pile.

At the end of the auditing periocl, the rernaining wine and olives ¿¡s

counted in the storerooms and matchecl against the remaining tokens

in the income pile. If the numbers match, then the procedure þ¿5

been conducted honestly. Something like this system was probably

happening at the Early Helladic II sites such as Lerna, where quan-

tities of sealings have been recovered (Ch. z, pp. 34-5; Pl. z.r). These

sealed string that tied the pegs ofbaskets and chests, perhaps containing

textiles.
So few sealings survive from Early Minoan Crete that it is not

yet possible to say whether a sealing system like that on the Greek

mainland existed on the island at that time. At the very beginning

of the Middle Minoan period, however, several sealings from Knossos

testify not only to a sealing system of administration but also to writing
(Fig. r.3; Ch. 5, p. r3o). A sealing system without writing can record

income and expenditures but it cannot specifii naûles, and the early

Knossos sealings were impressed by seals bearing the name "JA-SA-SA-

RA" in the script commonly known as Cretan Hieroglyphic (below,

pp. 17S-ù;JA-SA-SA-RA may be the name of a goddess akin to the

Hittite "Eshâ-sara" or the Levantine "Asherah."t7

There were four scripts in preclassical Crete. All were syllabaries

with approximately roo signs, each of which represented either an open

vowel, such as a or e, or a consonant plus vowel, such as dø or de (Ch.
r, pp. 12, r4). The scripts also included "logograms," signs that stand

for entire words such as the signs for "wine" and "olives" (7f anð,Y in
Hieroglyphic and ffi and T in Linear A and B), and there were signs for
pure numbers (base ro system, like ours), standardized capacities (such

as the bushel and wine jar and their subunits) and weights (such as the

talent, zg kg or 641bs.), and both common and unusual fractions. A few

signs resemble Egyptian hieroglyphic signs, but not, apparently, with
the same phonetic values.

Cretan Hieroglyphic is not a religious script (as the lerm "hiero-

glyphic" should mean) but a pictographic script, where many of the

signs seem more like cartoons of common animals (such as a bull head

h for "MLl') and things (such as a double "" W fo. "A"). Because

Hieroglyphic writing was often messy, the scribes usually prefixed an

initial "X" to the beginning of words and phrases, to let the reader

know where to start. Linear A (P1. Z.S) began developing almost imme-

diately (MM IB or IIA) from Hieroglyphic. Its signs present cursive
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¿pd abstract versions of Hieroglyphic signs (hence, "Linear"; cf. Linear
¡ l for "MlJ" and Hieroglyphic h for "MU'), and rhe words and

phrases are written on ruled documents with clearly ma¡ked dots to
sepuate the words. In MM II and III Hieroglyphic and Linear A were
apparently written simultaneously at the major sites of Knossos, Malia,
¿nd Phaistos.

-Although we do not see Linear B until much later, it apparently
began developing frorn Linear A earþ (Ch. r, p. r4). Cypro-Minoan,
another script derived fiom Lineat A, appeared on Cyprus also early;
the first CM document dates to the sixteenth century acl. There nay
have been other early scripts in the eastern Mediterranea'influenced by
Linear A.

Cretan Hieroglyphic was incised onto sealstones (many of which
record the name of the presurned goddess "JA-SA-SA-.R 4"), stone
and clay vessels, and clay documents. The last come primarily in three
different shapes, each presumed unique to a specific administrative func-
tion (Fig. r.3): sealings over knots of string, "medallions" pierceci to
hang from a loop of string, and small rectangular bars that present
administrative sumnraries. Linear A is found on different kincls of clay
documents: sealings over knots of string, prismatic sealings over tightly
wrapped leather "packages" (Pls. Z.:, 7.ó; probably written documents
on parchrnent), "r'oundels" that look like discs and are impressed by
seals around the rim, and neat rectangular clay tablets (Pl Z.S).Linear
A inscriptions also appear on a variery of other objects: clay pots and
storage vessels, gold hair pins, the insides of cups painted in a spiral (a

gold fìnger ring also has a lo'g inscription incised in a spiral), and'ra'y
offering tables - but only one seal carries a Linear A inscription. cretan
Hieroglyphic and Li'ear,\ 

'ray 
have been written contenlporaneously,

but perhaps on different kinds of documents for: differe't purposes or
even diffe¡ent administrations.' 8

A few words appear in both Linear A and Linear B (the Myce-
naean writing system, deciphered in ry52 as Greek; Ch. t, p. rz); we
can therefore be certain of the phonetic values for about r5 Linear
A syllabograms, though the language written in it has not yet been
deciphered.'e For the other signs that look similar in both Linear A and
B, scholars assume a similarity in phonetic values; with caution we ûray
postulate similar phonetic values for signs in Hieroglyphic that look like
predecessors to Linear A and B signs. Many Hieroglyphic and Linear
A documents, especially the clay bars and tablets, record the same basic
administrative transactions described above (pp. 173-4): the iogogram
for the commodity and a large number (its assessment), names of towns
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or people, and their payments or non-payments. Linear A tablets often
record subtotals of payments and deficits, each amount preceded by
a two-syllable word, "KIJ-RO" for "payment" and "KI-RO" fbr
"deficit." Hieroglyphic also records similar words preceding simil¿¡

subtotals, "K(J-RO" for payment but "KI-RU' for deficit. Because

other words occur in both Linear A and Hieroglyphic (including impor*
tant place-names and other transaction terms), it is likely that the scribes

writing Hierogþhic and Linear A were writing the same language -
that which we call "Minoan."

What the Minoan language was, however, we are not sure. Because

the earliest habitation levels in Crete betray a full knowledge of devel-

oped Neolithic culture and many of the objects look Anatolian in inspi-
ration, it is presumed that Crete was deliberately colonized by people

from southwest Anatolia (Ch. +, pp. 79, S8-S). If so, the Minoan lan-
guage may have developed from one of the languages in that region,
perhaps Luvian. Other scholars see Semitic influences in Minoan,'o
but these depend solely on Semitic loanwords, such as "sesame," ¿

word that appears in both Linear A and B (and English!). Because

Hieroglyphic and Linear A documents are mostly accounting lists and

because we have very few of these (only about a page and a half of
Hieroglyphic when compressed into a single-spaced statement, and

only about six or seven pages of Linear A), we therefore see only a

few words whose prefixes or suffìxes change according to grammat-
ical function. Some words could be verbs, ending in -S1 þingular?)
or in -T1 (plural?), such as 'U-NA-RU-KA-NA-S| and 'U-À/,4-RU-

KA-NA-T| in the Libation Formula below. Other words look as if
they could be Indo-European adjectives, ending in -I-JA (feminine?)

or -U (masculine?); and some words look like nouns in an objective

case ending in -ME, such as "JA-SA-SA-RA-ME" in the Libation For-
mula below. So far, however, Minoan resembles no single known lan-
guâge.

One of the more intriguing Linear A texts is the so-called"Llba-
tion Formula" that occurs on some 3o artifacts, most coming from
peak sanctuaries." The Formula consists of eight words. The first word
occurs in many spelling variants, some of which transpose syllables (an

invocation?); the fourth through eighth are always the same. The sec-

ond usually consists of an identifìable place narne ("DI-KI-TË" for Mt.
Dikte, " I-DA" for Mt. Ida, and " SE-TO-I-JA" probably for Mt. Iuktas),

whereas the third is always different and therefore is probably a personâl

name (or, in the case below, the names of two persons). Here is how
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¡þe formula goes when it is complete (the place name and the names

of two people as found on a libation table from Palaikastro):

l: introduction
3: personal

z: place name names 4: Jasasara

¡-TA-I-*3or-'W,\-JA A-DI-KI-TE PI-TE-RI JA-SA-SA-R \-ME
A-KO_A-NE

5:'dedicate'? ó. Ipinama 7. Sirute 8: 'and'Inajapa

U-NA-RU-K,\-NA*TI I-PI-NA-MA Sr-RU-TE I-NA-JA-PA-QA

W'e do not understand the formula completely but we can imagine the
sense of it to be something like, "Oh! at Mt. Dikte, Piteri and Akoane
dedicate fthis] toJasasara, something, something, and something."

The fourth script appears primarily on the Phaistos Disc (Pl. 7.7),
a unique object found in a bin in the northeast corner of the palace
(along with a Linear A tablet, but no distinctive potery ro suggesr a
date other than early Neopalatial at the latest). About the size of a

large cookie, the disc was incised on both sides with a spiral and then
stamped with individual metal stamps (like cookie-curters) to create
the signs that run along the spiral. Because some signs overlap their
neighbors, we know that the inscription was stamped from the exterior
to the interior, and probably should be read rhat way. Vertical lines
divide the words, and every so often the last sign in a word receives an
oblique stroke under it, as if to mark the end of a phrase. There are 45
different signs on the disc and 7 rnore on a bronze ax from,\rkalochori;
if there were more than 5z signs in the complete Phaistos signary it too
was probably a syllabary. ,A.rranging the words by their apparenr phrases
(the oblique strokes), we can see that both sides end with similar series
of phrases. The phrases on side A begin with similar signs, and those
on side B end in similar signs, suggesting repetitious phrases on A and
r\ming phrases on B. For these reasons, it is likely that the Phaistos
Disc records a poem or song, or, if it is religious, as some suppose, a

chant or hymn.""
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How MrNoeN SocIErv Oppnetrn: Potr.rtcs
AND BELIEF SYSTEMS

If Crete in the Neopalatial period was heavily urbanized across rìost

of the island, then it is difÍìcult to imagine it fragmented into mutually

exclusive states; instead, we should imagine a centralized political conr

trol, Knossos with some sort of hegemony symbolized by its throne,

with secondary (Phaistos, Malia) ancl tertiary (Galatas, Gournia, Petras)

regional centers, along with large (Chania) and small (Gournia) towns

and farms (Ano Zakros , Zou; Ch. ó, pp. r5o-52). The centers collected

commodities as taxes from specialized producers and redistributed them

to the general population. For this, the centers undoubtedly provided

a na\T/ and arnry to protect the population from piracy and brigandage,

some kind of justice system to maintain order, a road system, and

state-sponsored festivals and ceremonies that created a sense of divine

protection and cultural identity. A similar set of functions characterized

Mycenaean states, for which we have written as well as archaeological

evidence (Chs. rz, pp.2g2-3o3; r3, pp. 35o-52,354-6).
The dense urbanization also implies that the inhabitants enjoyed

some kind of mobility. lJnder what circumstances a general freedom of
tr-avel could exist is clifficult to imagine, or for what purpose other than

conmerce and pilgrimages to regional festivals. 
'We 

have some evidence

for business in the modern sense. Standardizeð weights and measures

and complicated transaction documents reflect an agreed-upon system

of exchange and procedure. Bronze "oxhide" ingots fi-om rnany sites

and a stone weight with an octopus in relief ali weigh approximately a

Minoan talent (29 kg or ó4lbs.). The inscribed pithos (large storage jar)

from Ano Zakros states that it holds 3z Minoan units of wine. If filled to

the brim it would have held 998 liters (or 3z units of 3 r-plus liters). But

the pithos would not have been filled to the brim, and so the Minoan

unit would have to have been less than 3 r-plus liters. If the Minoan unit

was the same as the Mycenaean unit (28 liter$ the pithos would have

held 89ó liters. Finally, an odd document sealing found at Chania was

impressed twelve times with eleven seals, perhaps inclicating as many as

eleven individuals involved in a transaction. The Linear,\ documents,

unlike those in Linear B, do not seem to characterize individuals or list

large numbers of people. Only the F{arvester Vase, a stone relief rhyton
(beiow, p. r8r; Ch. ó, p. r58), depicts a large undifferentiated group of
male workers led by an important man and his overseers. The work-
ers carry winnowing fans or flails but no produce; perhaps the scene

represents nothing more than the owner of a villa leading his seasonal
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agricultural workers to the fields or orchards. It is possible, therefore,

to imagine much of the population free, and fi'ee to travel when they
needed.

Sociery was ranked, however, the differences in do'inestic archi-
tectLlre (for example, the houses of Gor-rrnia that share partition walls,

and the more elegant independent residences such as Nirou Chani
(PL 6.7), villas, and farm complexes) and the differences in costume
(long robes or work shorts for men) rnake it clear that people diÊ
fered greatly in status and wealth. Evidence frorn frescoes also suggests

that Minoan sociery was sex-segregated, at least at ceremonial gath-
erings. The Grandstand fresco portrays women in elegant flounced
dresses sitting together and apart from a large undifferentiated red mass

of men dressed (like the agricultural workers on the Harvester Vase)

only in breechcloths with codpieces, their chests and lirnbs bare. In the
Dance in the Grove fresco these lightly clad men and formally dressed

women watch several women dance in what may be the-West Court at
Knossos.'3

The representations on sealstones and in fiescoes show major gen-
der diffe¡ences as well. There are clear representations of powerful rnen
and women, but their power is expressed in different ways. Female
deities usually sit on a platforrn associated with a small built structure,
perhaps an altar or shrine; animals and people bearing gifts approach
them. In a couple of instances the women are accompanied by super-
natural animals, a leashed griffìn in the fresco ftom Xeste 3 at Aktotiri
(P1.7.2), Thera, and "genii" on a gold finger ring frorn Tiryns on the
mainland (but datable to the very end of the Neopalatial period). Far
fewer representations depict what could be male divinities: men who
stand between two rampant lions or who hold griffìns on a leash.

Powerful human men also appear: men standing erect hold out a

staffin fi'ont of them in the Commanding Gesture, as on the "Master"
seal impression fi'om Chania (P1. Z.¡), and on the Chieftain Cup from
,\yia Triada; and in the ship fresco from the 'W'est 

Flouse, Akrotiri,
men sit bundled up either alone in open shipboard cabins or under
awnings.'4 Several important human women can also be detected, but
they are not obviously wielding or enjoying power. In fr-escoes and on
gold signet rings women are portrayed in a variety of settings: kneeling
in a luxuriant rocky landscape, dancing in a courtyard, getting dressed,
picking crocus flowers, holding or fingering necklaces.

Several women and men toward the bottom of the social scale

also appear. In frescoes from the'West Flouse at Akrotiri, a woman has

fetched water fiom a fountain and now carries it back in a jar balanced
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on her head; men take out goats and bring back sheep; soldiers in line
rnarch offto duty; ancl townsfolk, both men and women, eagerly expect

the arrival of important men in festive ships, each pacldled by a cramped

line of hard-working sailors.'i
More women than men, however, appear in powerful roles, at a

larger relative scâle, and their irnportance seems assllred by the num-
ber of thern who sit on camp stools, stoois like hassocks, and thr:ones

(chairs with arm rails ancl back$. Besides the throne at Knossos, sev-

eral other stone seats have also survived; Evans made the interesting

comment that the tops of these seats have been hollowed to suit a

woman comfortably.'ó The throne at Knossos faced a lustral basin and

was flanked by benches, but in the other palaces we find only benches,

no thrones; perhaps we can imagine a powerful womân on the throne
at Knossos flanked by male counselors, and sirnilar arrangeÍì.ents at the
secondary centers. At Âyia Triada the benches in room 4 could seat rnore
than twenty-fìve people - perhaps too many for a cabinet rneeting! -
and next door is another complex of a polythyron (room with pier and

door partitions) and a narrow shrine that once contained a fresco of a

kneeling woman in a luxuriant garden landscape with crocus and lilies.
On the opposite wall is a mountainous scene with more plants, along
with cats and agrimia. Connecting these scenes is a woman or gocldess

standing among nryrtle plants in front of an architecturai platform.2T
-W'omen 

are not the only ones associated with religion; the stone

relief vases depict only men at peak sanctuaries, but we know from the

terracotta figurines left at peak sanctuaries that women attended them
as well - perhaps at diflerent times. For example, the Sanctuary Rhyton
from Zakros depicts a peak sanctuary in its entirery but no people (Pl.

7.r; above, p.t6l); on the top of a mountain sits a shrine approachecl

by steps all surroundecl by a tall wall. Agrimia lie on top of the shrine
and others scaûrper in a rocky landscape strewn with cl-rmps of crocus

plants whose flowers have all been plucked - except for one clump that
retains most of its flowers. Does the vase imply that girls have been

there, gathered the croclrs, and left? Ancl does the absence of human
fìgr-rres imply we should anticipate the next visit, that of rnen? Akrotirit
Xeste 3 fresco and paintings at Knossos identify only girls and monkeys
as crocus-gatherers, an activify that probably took place in late October,
when the autumn croclls produces the safFron stigmas.

Bull-leaping was probably another seasonal activiry perhaps in the
late spring or early summer after calving;'8 it is possible that it and its
subsequent events may have corresponded to the Bouphonia festival
in classical Athens in early July. From various depictions in fresco,
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on seals, and on ivories we can reconstruct almost the entire cycle:
young men first had to net and subdue huge wild bulis of the now-
extinct species Bos prímigenírl.ç; at some point, youths also wrestled bulls

to the ground, and may even have trained them, having presumably

brought them back to palace compounds. Both young men and young
woûren, to judge by the color conventions in fresco (red flesh for men
and white for women), leapt the bulls, probably in the central courts
(there are architectural arrangements at Phaistos and Malia for providing
temporary barricades along the sides to protect the spectators).2e

In the late Neopalatial periocl, the representations of bull-leaping
have the leapers grabbing hold of the bull's horns, anticipating that the

br"rli would toss its head obligingly back so the leaper could be flipped
over the bull's head to land feet-fìrst on the bullt back before fìnally
jumping neatly off onto the grouncl. Front and rear assistants helped
with the leap. And all this while the bull was charging! In the LM II-III
period, however, the sequence changed: leapers stood on an elevated
platform or on an assistant's shoulders and when the bull charged they
flung themselves headlong over the bull's neck to push off with their
hands on the bull's withers and execute a sornersault before landing on
the ground (Fig. rr.5b). Several seals and a panel on the LM IIL\,\yia
Triada sarcophagus show the slaughtering and butchering of bulls, and
it is possible that the bull-leaping ceremony enclecl with the sacrifice of
the bull and genelrl Gasting.

There inust have been other ceiebrations and ceremonies at other
times of the year; the calendars of the classical period and of our own
time are full of get-togethers to celebrate agricultural seâsons and reli-
gious events. The Harvester Vase (above, pp. r78-9) portrays agricultural
workers going out to the fields singing. If they are threshing wheat, as

their flails suggest, this must have occurred in early sunrmer, as their
light clothing also attests. The naval procession depicted in the fi'esco

from the'West House, Akrotiri, probably celebrates the opening of the
sailing seâson in late April. To predict these events, the Minoans must
have had some notion of astronomy, heliacal risings of inportant stars

like Sirius, and the procession of the zodiac - peak sanctuaries would
have offered ideal locations for studying the stars.3o

The most vexing problem for students of Minoan culture is the
secure identification of rulers and gods. The goddess in the fresco from
Xeste 3, Thera, attended by extraordinary animals and girls (Pl.7.z),
rl1ay correspond to Artemis (known in Linear B),3' but other depicted
divinities are difficult to identiS' by name. Because mythological animals

such as griffins, sphinxes, Minoan genii, and winged agrimia logically
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belong to the divine woild, the human figures they attend (the seated
woûran amongst the crocus gatherers in Xeste 3, Akrotiri, and the rn¿1s

figure on the Benaki sealstone fabove, p. róq]3') should be divinides.
Without these mythological creatures, other humans in powerful poses

such as the Commanding Gesture or being saluted by other humans are
probably powerful mortals.

The prominence of females in Neopalatial art, important mor-
tal women and goddesses (by the definition above), makes it possible

to imagine that women dominated Neopalatial sociery perhaps even
politics. All human societies, however, ancient and modern, have been
patriarchies with men in positions of authoriry; no matriarchy has ever
been docurnented. But Neopalatial Crete offers the best candidate for
a matriarchy so far. If Neopalatial Crete was matriarchal, or partially so

(in religious matters?), we might imagine that when the Mycenaeans
took Crete over, presumably after LM IB, they imposed a patriarchal
system, perhaps even violently, thus accounting for the LM IB destruc-
tions by fire and the concomitant loss of many Minoan art forms, many
of which are religious (see, however, Ch. n).
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13B: MYCENAEAN RETTCTON

ThomasG. Palaíma

Ø

SouRcss roR REcoNsTRUCTTNG
ANcrrNl RrrrcroN

Tl econstructing the religion of an ancient culture is hard work.

K Religious beließ and practices consist of things thought, said,
I \shown, and done. In the material record, we look for the loca-
tions where rituals were performed, the objects and materials used in
ceremonies, and artistic representations (iconography) of such activities.
If we are lucky, we will have written religious texts containing sacred
myths that serve both as the "verbalization of ritual" and as a record of a

culturet religious beliefsystem, their thoughts about how human beings
relate to supra-human powers.35 Depending on how a religion is struc-
tured within a given sociery such written documents can be fixed and
canonical, or they can vary according to time and place. 

'W'e 
may also

have other texts (mainly inscriptions) that reflect what people are doing
or are expected to do as forms of religious practice (often grouped
together as "sacred laws"¡,:o who those people are (their religious
titles, occupations, personal names), where they are doing these things,
what they are using, and the obligations and benefits that motivate
them.

TUE N¡ruRE oF WnrrrrN SouRcEs roR
MycENeEAN RELrcroN

For Mycenaean religion, we have a limited amount of clear archae-
ological, iconographical, and artifactual data, and we have the infor-
mation contained in the Linear B records.3T These tablets were pro-
duced, however, by anonymous tablet-writers in order to keep track

MvcEN¡I¡N R¡r¡croN

of economic information related to the operation of the Mycenaean
palatial centers (Chs. r, p. 13; 12, pp. z9r-z). \Ve find in rhe Lin-
ear B tablets no myths, hymns, prayers, ritual prescriptions or laws,
or sânctuary regulations; nor are there any inscriptions written by or
for dedicators upon dedicated objects. The limitations and peculiari-
ties of our archaeological and inscriptional data thus present interest-
ing challenges. For help we may look backward, sideways, and for-
ward from Mycenaean religion (r) to elements borrowed from ear-
lier Minoan culture and from the preexisting "substrate" culture(s) of
the Greek mainland and the general Aegean area (called "substrate"
because they were eventllally "submerged" in the dominant Myce-
naean Greek culture); (z) for the influence of contemporary east-
ern Mediterranean and Near Eastern cultures; and (3) for similari-
ties and diflerences between Mycenaean religion and later Greek reli-
gion. Here, too, the data are limited and come with their own sets of
problems.

For any given site, tablets cover ât most five to seven months
from the administrative periods under way when the palatial centers
suflered burning destructions (Chs. r, p. r3; r j, p. 39o). Therefore, we
cannot study religion through time at any site in order to see whether
ritual practices reconstructed from the tablets were standard or excep-
tional. For example, Pylos tablet Tn 3ró (below, p.354; Pl. r3.3) was
long viewed as a record of extraordinary ritual actions, perhaps even
including human sacrifice, undertaken during an extreme crisis. Study
of the internal chronology of the Pylos archives has cast doubt on this
interpretation.3s Another problem is that the texts are peculiarly focused
and shorthand in sryle, making it difficult to identi$z religious rermi-
nology (mainly functionaries and divinities) from their lexical forms
alone. It took Mycenologists years to figure out that þa-þ.o na-wí-jo on
Pylos tabletJn 829 was "temple bronze" and not "ship bronze" (below,
p.350).3e

Methods of contextual association help us to identify "religious"
entities in the texts. 'We work by extrapolating from known items to
unknown items. But even here we run into trouble because the pur-
pose of many texts or series of texts was to record the distribution of
commodities, whether for religious or nonreligious purposes. Religious
ofhcials may thus be listed alongside "private" individuals and secular
occupâtions or titles. It is then a serious problem of method that a few
religious terms may take precedence over a larger number of indeter-
minate entries in deciding whether a tablet has a religious purpose or
not. In interpreting records that associate deities and sanctuaries with
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shipments of goods and materials, we try now to distinguish between
offerings (going directly to the deities as an explicit religious act) and
deliveries (to be used in support of sanctuary operations, only a sec_
ondary act of religious piety).ao

Still, because we have identified these problenìs, we can cautiously
use the Linear B tablets and our understanding of historical Greek
religious practices, including those reflected in the traditional texts of
Flomer and Hesiod, to reconstruct Mycenaean religion.

Wuer RrrrcroN Is ¡Np How'Wr Mrcur FrNo Ir
In order to know what to look for, we need to make clear what religion
means. At its most basic, religion is a "system of thought founded upon
belief in an unseen and non-material world interacting with the visible
world around us."4t Religion serves âs a significant cultural marker,
"a unified set of beließ and practices relative to sacred things" that
unites a comrnunity.a' Historical Greek religion had an overall ritual
framework and belief structure, but it was uncanonical, undogmatic,
and improvisatory.43 Nothing in our evidence for Mycenaean religion
suggests that it was any diflerent.

Religion is also a natural social response to the chaos of human
existence that brings human beings to the limits of their analyrical
capacities, powers of endurance, and moral insights.aa Given the pre-
carious nâture of human existence in the late Bronze Age, religion is

likely to have been omnipresent in the daily lives of the Mycenaeans.
'We get some sense of this from the distribution of the distinctive
Mycenaean small clay psi- and phi-shaped human figurines. These
are found as offerings, grave goods, and possibly apotropaic objects
in domestic contexts (above, pp. 332-3; rr, pp. 272-4).4s They pro-
vide good evidence for the spread of religion through the popula-
tion, and our textual evidence confirms how it permeated Mycenaean
society.

Ample data for religion are found in the four largest collections
of Linear B tablets (Knossos, Pylos, Thebes, and Mycenae) and on
a single tablet from Chania on Crete. Because we lack Mycenaean
mythical or ritual texts, however, much about the religious thought,
beließ, and practices of the Mycenaeans is forever lost to us. But we
can compensate by imagining how these inhabitants of the late Bronze
Age Aegean would have felt about the world around them.

MvcENaraN R-ELIcIoN

MycENITAN RELIGI OUS ATTITUDES

Mycenaean religion was serious business. The "days" section of Hes-

tod's Works and Days catalogs religious prescriptions and prohibitions

governing many facets of normal daily life in Greece in the eighth cen-

irr.y u.u. It reminds us how pervasive and necessary religion was. In the

traditional texts of the lliad and Odyssey of Homer and Works and Days of

Hesiod, the gods and other supernatural forces influence human actions.

Dire consequences ensue for individuals, communities, and leaders who

offend deities or priests, neglect rituals, or fail to follow divine directives

or ensure divine good will. The Mycenaean Greeks undoubtedly had

similar views about their own relationship with the gods'

Greece is a country with very limited tesources' The populations

in its various regions have always struggled to develop and defend their

human and material assets. In doing so, Greek communities in prehis-

tory and history appealed to the gods for assistance' In the Mycenaean

period, palatial centers organized society to produce tradable goods

,hr, .orrld be exchanged for basic necessities, such as the copper and

tin needed to make bronze, and also for luxury goods and precious

raw materials.+ó The order, securiry and relative prosperify introduced

by the Mycenaean palatial system would have been highly appreciated'

Rituals designed to secure divine favor and thereby keep the prevail-

ing orcler intact would have been practiced scrupulously at all levels of

,o.i.ty. The palatial centers themselves served as focal points of rituals

of unification and divine propitiation that each Mycenaean king, or

wanax, performed on behalf of his territory'47

Tn¡crs oF DIVERSITY IN MvcENIEAN RELIGIoN

srudents of historical Greek cukure rightly speak of Greek religions in

the plural.a8 Likewise, in prehistory we may look for diflerent sources

ofinfluence, both Indo-European and non-Indo-European' The Indo-

European Greek-speakers borrowed and adapted ideas from the "sub-

strate" population groups that lived on the Greek mainland and '\egean
islands before their arrival (Ch. z, pp. 38-4r).They were also influ-

enced by neighboring Minoan, Semitic, ancl Anatolian cultures.-w'e also

look for diflerences in religious thought and practice chronologically,

region to region, across social strata, and berr'veen state (ofÏìcial) and

popular cults.ae
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The Linear B evidence helps us see how much archaeological
evidence for religion is missing, and indeed little is known abour rhe
material side of Mycenaean ritual practices.so Most key elements q¡
earlier Minoan religion (Ch. Z, pp. ró5-7o) either are not found in
Mycenaean times or become negligible in later phases of the Myce_
naean palatial period. Absent are Minoan architectural leatures thar are
linked with religious activities (Chs. ó, p. l+8; 7, pp. :165-6): lustral
basins (small sunken rooms of unknown function; Pl.6.4), pillar crypts,
polythyra (rooms with pier and door partitions; Pls. ó.ó, ó.2), and
incurved altars. Other Minoan elements are minimally attested: three_
dimensional horns of consecration (a symbol shaped like abstract bull
horns), double axes (both symbolic miniatures and functional bronze
axes), and the stone Minoan chalice. Sanctuaries and cult places iden-
tifiable on the Middle and Late Helladic mainland are few (Fig. r3.5;
Ch. ro, p. 249).s' No cult locales on the Mycenaean mainland have the
distinctive features of Minoan peak sanctuaries.

IcoNocRePHrcAL EvrorNcr EoR
MvcrNeEAN RELrcroN

Iconographical representations ofritual practices are found on seals (and
seal impressions) and in frescoes. Among the activities shown are pro-
cessions, libations, sacrifices, feasting, and musical performance (Fig.
r3.6).s' During the palatial period, the Mycenaeans used seals with
Minoan motiß, including clearly religious motiß.53 But it is hard to
disentangle what the Minoan elements meant to the Mycenaeans.i4
For example, the Mycenaeans were selective about the Minoan reli-
gious motiß they used on their seal rings. Either they are found in
regions heavily influenced by Minoan culture such as Messenia, or the
Mycenaean users reinterpreted them.

One big surprise is the almost complete absence from Mycenaean
seals of representations of ecstatic divine epiphany (Ch. i r, pp. z7g-
8o).55 There is persuasive linguistic and textual evidence that the Myce-
naean Greeks were influenced by Minoan notions of divine apparition
in constructing their beließ of what gods are and how they mani-
fest themselves to human beings. They, and the later Greeks, used a

word for "der,'.¡" (theos) constructed from a different Indo-European
root than in other Indo-European cultures. Especially when used in
compound words, the root (thes-) conveys the peculiar sense of the
eerily instantaneous presence of a supernatural force.ió Yet, unlike the

MvcrN,q,raN RrrrcroN

TIGURE r3.J. Map of MH and LH sanctuary locales.J. C. \Vright, "The Spatial

Configulation of Belief; The Archaeology of Mycenaean Religion." In Placing the

Gods: Sanctuaries and Sacred Space ín Ancient Greece, edited by S. E. Alcock and R.
Osborne. Oxford: Clarendon Press 39, ill. 3.r. Courtesy of Susan Alcock.

Minoans, the Mycenaeans did not attempt to display this aspect of
divinity pictorially.

Krzyszkowska ârgues that seals were originally acquired by elites
in the Mycenaean Prepalatial period and that, even when a more
widespread "popular" style developed in LH III A, seals remained
restricted to elites and subelites, including those in marginal regions.iT
The Minoan religious symbolism so prominent in artifacts from the

shaft graves at Mycenae may have been confined to elites. Elements

of Minoan religious iconography would have been phased out of the

broader Mycenaean religion of later palatial culture.i8
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Hourn AND LoNG-TERM Rrrrclous
CoN:rlNurtv

It has fallen out of fashion to Llse F{orner to explicate Bronze Agç
society.se Most scholars recognize some features of Bronze ,\ge origin
in the Flomeric epics, but the old view of Moses Finley now prevails

among all but a few scholars: Flomer is "no guide at all" to the Myçs-
naean period.óo One main obstacle is the gap of fìfteen generations q¡
more between the collapse of the Mycenaean palaces and the process

of shaping the Homeric epics into their present forms in the historical
period.

Nonetheless, there is a clear similariry between the portrayal of
Nestor and the kingdom of Messenia in Odyssey Book 3 and the picrure
derived frorn the Pylos Linear B tablets and the iconographical program
of the Palace of Nestor. In both cases, a specific palatial center and
its leader are preoccupied with ritual piety and territorially unifying
ceremonies. It is arguable that the kings of Pylos and Messenia were
not fictionalized as exemplars of kingly and comrnunal piery but were
incorporated and preserved in the oral tradition as a "true" historical
memory.ót

MvcENerAN AND HrsroRrcAL GREEK RrrrcroN

Mycenaean religion shows many features intrinsic to historical Greek
religion. The distinctive Greek terms theos and hieros (hiereus) are used

for the concepts of "deiry" and "holy" ("holy man"), as in Flomer,
Hesiod, and later Greek historical culture.6' The Mycenaean terms
for sacred space (nawos for "temple," literally "dwelling place of the
deiry" and temenos for "space cut out" of communal land) survived into
the historical period. Mycenaean offerings clearly follow the historical
Greek principle: "we give to you gods, so that you may give to us."
The palatial centers carefully recorded their "giving" to sanctuaries and

the gods within them: mainly shipments of oil and honey, but also of
grains, spices, figs, and cloth.ó3 

-W'e 
do not always know whether such

offerings were made as part of public ceremonies, but month names

seem to be recorded only on religious oflering texts.ó4

According to the textual evidence, the major deities with sanc-

tuaries were Poseidon, Zeus, and Diwia (a female deity derived like

Zeus from the Indo-European root concept of "shining" sky). Of
other deities recognizable from later Greek religion,65 Dionysus and

Mvc¡N¡raN RrrtcloN

FrcuRE r3.ó Drawing of the procession fresco from the Pylos palace, Room 5' M'

L. Lang, The Palace o;f Nestor at Pylos in Western Messenia II Tlte Frescoes. Princeton:

princeton University Pr-ess 1969, pl. t19 top. Courtesy of The Department of

Classics. Universiry of Cirrcinnati.

Hera received o{Ierings within sanctuaries of Zets at Chania and

Pylos, respectively, whereas Flermes, Artemis, and a Zeus of Mt. Dikte

received offerings at localities, without any specifications of their par-

ticular sanctuaries. In some cases this may have been a bookkeeping

convention, indicating that the palatial center sent the materials to offi-
cials at particular sites who in turn would have seen to their delivery

to the sanctuaries per se. There were also sanctuaries clevoted to minor

deities: at Knossos a sanctllary of Daedalus and at Pylos sanctuaries to

Iphemedeia and to a deiry known probably 
^s 

*Pretwa'

The greatest surprise is Dionysus, whose possible attestations in

the texts were long denied on grounds that he should have come into

the Greek pantheon sometime after the Bronze Age. Now he is found

at Chania (tablet Gq 5) as the recipient of an oflering of honey in the

sânctuary of Zeus. ,\t Pylos, a fire altar (eskharã) of Dionysus is reg-

istered (tablet Ea roz) in a district where landholdings of individuals

associated with the official known as the lãwãgetãs (second-ranking

ofhcial of the state) are recorded.óó This sets Dionysus apart from the

other main gods (Zeus, Potnia, Poseidon, Flera, Hermes), who are

located in the district of pa-ki-ja-ne, Sphagiãnes (the main sanctuary

connected with the palatial center of Pylos, literaily "the place of
slaughter"), and thereby closely associated with the Mycenaean king or
'wanax.

Conspicuously absent, of the major first-millennium ¡cE Greek

deities whose presence we might expect to be attested in the Myce-

naean period, is Demeter. It is our opinion that Potnia fulfilled this

role, especially in her manifestatio n as sitõn potnia (Potnia of grains) in
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tablet Oi 7or from the Citadel Flouse ar Mycenae, and in her inrage
in the Room of the Frescoes from the Cult Center at Mycenae (Fi"g.
r3.7; PL. rr.7; Ch. rr, pp. 264, z7o).67 Attempts to identify wirhln
the new Thebes tablets a holy triad of Demeter (identified as Ma Cà
or "Morher Earth"), Zeus (identified solely by an epither misinrer*
preted as "of the fall harvest"), and Persephone (identified merely by
her epithet Kore, "maiden") and their attendant ritual functionariesós
are unconvincing for internal contextual, erymological, and linguistic
reasons.óe These terms and another fifty or so human recipient entries
occur repeatedly on a unified set of fifteen to eighteen tablets (the Fq
series). They are best interpreted as records of a halÊmonth of routine
daily allotments of grain. These Theban texrs do nor display any reli_
gious vocabulary of the kind found on other Linear B religious texts:
month names; vocabulary of ofnering, donation, sanctifying, ritual pay_
ment; known deities; sanctuaries and cult buildings (xna-wo'itemple',;
*wo-ko "home"; xdo "building"). Likewise, artempts to identify the_
riomorphic (animal-formed) deities in the rexts have been soundly
refuted.To

MycENaEAN FESTTvALS AND SeNcruen rrs

A few texts contain festival designations that give us insight into ritual
practices: "the bringing forth of the throne(s)" (to-no-e-l<e-te-ri-jo),,,the
strewing of the bed" (re-lee-e-to-ro-te-rí-jo), "the girding of rhe bearers,,
(po-re-no-zo-te-ri-ja), "the carrying of rhe gods" (te-o-po-rí-ja).7' The
name of the last ceremony has inspired an irnaginative re-creation of
how the architecture, clay cult figurines, and processional way of the
Cult Center within the citadel of Mycenae might have been pur ro
ceremonial use (Fig. r3.7).7'

A number of sanctuaries are recorded in the Linear B tablets
at locations away from the palatial center of Pylos. Some of these
have names formed directly from gods' names. This evidence com-
pensates for our inabiliry to locate such cult locales archaeologically.T3
For example, on Pylos tablet Jn 829 alJ. sixteen adrninistrative dis-
tricts of the palatial territory of Messenia have nawoi, which means
"dwelling places" of the gods (above, p. 342; Ch. rz, p. 295). Reli-
gious officials (dumartes "masters," Ttro-dumartes "vice-masters," and
klawiphoroi, "keybearers") in each of these districts interacted with
palatial officials known as the koretër and pro-koretër (the mayor or
governor and his depury; Ch. tz, p. 3or) in the deaccessioning and

MYcENAEAN R¡rIcloN
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recycling of bronze objects (dedications and tools) "owned" by the

temples.

The district of Sphagiãnes, still not securely identified on lhe
ground, seems to have contained many individual sanctuaries' Food-

stu{ß for a feasting ritual in honor of Poseidon at the site of sa-ra-pe-fl.q

are recorded on Pylos tablet lJn 718.7a But we do not know whether

these items were brought to the site in a ceremonial procession, such

as the one depicted in the fresco program ofthe palatial center at Pylos

(Fig. r:.ó; below, p. 353; Ch. rr, p.27o)7s or were simply transferred

in a routine and Practical waY.

MrNonN oR SUBSTRATE Fr¡.ruREs tN
MvcENIEAN RELIGIoN

There are some features of Mycenaean religion that we can attribute

to the earþ infl.uence of Minoan culture or the "substrate" cultures of
the Greek mainland. A few minor deities with clear "Minoan" name-

fornrations occur at Knossos @i-pi-tu-na) and Pylos (a-ma-tu-na) (com-

pare the historically attested goddess Díl<tunna); and the etymologically

obscure name of the historical Greek Olympian goddess Artemis occurs

in a form that shows a distinctive "substrate" vowel treatment: xArtimis

(with i in the second syllable instead of e). But the most conspicuous

feature of religious belief that the Mycenaean Greeks derived from ear-

lier cultures is the widespread worship (at Knossos, Pylos, Thebes, and

Mycenae) of the female deity known by the Greek tern potnia (líter-

ally "she who has power"). Potnia had many epithets, indicating many

manifestations.Tó She was connected with horses and grains, with the

daburinth (whatever this variant of "labyrinth" meant during the Late

Bronze Age), with the site of Sphagiãnes, and with Assuwa (later Asia),

a territory in central western '\natolia.
Yet another non-Indo-European feature of Mycenaean religion is

the appearance of the deity who became known and widely worshipped

as Athena in the first millennium ncn. She appears in Knossos tablet V

5z as the Potnia of Athãna, a pre-Greek place name (note the distinctive

-anø suffx and compare Kullana, Príana and Muþana,later l{yllene, Priêrú

and Mykenai). In the Mycenaean texts, she is clearly the power{ul female

deity of the site known as ,\thens. Later she will be transformed, as we

see already inthe Iliad,into a deiry generally worshipped as the "goddess

of warrior nearness."77 In the Iliad, she is still commonly referred to as

the "Athenian Potnia."

MvcrNa¡eN R¡ttcIoN

ARcnaroLocy, TExrs, AND RELIGIoUS PRectIcr

r\s suggested above (p. 35o), archaeology and texts come together best

m the rituals ofprocessional offering and feasting. The ånonical central

Íregaron (an axial building unit consisting of a main room with an

anteroom and/ or porch) within Mycenaean palatial centers was a place

of royal ritua1.78 The central hearth re'rinds us of the importance of
fire to Greek communities and of the goddess of the hearth, Hestia.

She is unattested in the Linear B tablets for the same reason that she was

not anthropomorphized in the historical period. She was a stationary

concrete object, the central focus of the Mycenaean palatial centers

and, by extension, of their palatial territories.Te

At Pylos in the main megaron, Room ó, we have evidence for

the throne emplacetnent and for libation ritual (Fig. rz.r).8o The wall

frescoes from Room ó show paired seated banqueters and a bardic per-

formance. Frescoes in Anteroom 5 symbolize the unification of the

community whose members bring oflerings for a feast' including a

supra-scale bull being brought in for sacrifice (Fig. r3.ó). Related texts,

both on tablets and on clay sealings (lumps of clay impressed by a

seal; Fig. r.3), that were associated with the deliveries of animals for

sacrifice and consumption, give evidence that the major components

of society joined together in such events: the king (wanax), the mili-
tary leader (lãwãgetã$, the dãmos (the collective body that saw to the

distribution of comtnunal land in individual localities; it may not yet

mean "body politic," but see above, p. 334; Ch. tz, pp. 3oo-3oi), and

a group that arguably represents outsiders (compare the large and eco-

-11/,

t' \

nomically important class of resident aliens in historical Athens known 
i

as metoikoí, "metics"). These "outsiders" performed military service for l

the community and in compensation received marginal land to work.

Sacrifices of bulls are a prominent feature of seal iconography, "'

and the tablets record the stunning axes and slitting knives used in

sacrificial ceremonies,8t "the core ritual of Greek religious practice"

from the Bronze Age and throughout the Greek historical period.s' In
one instance (Pylos tablet IJn z), an olficial known as the xo-pi-te-u-þe-e-

ø (literally "the overseer ofparaphernalia") is recorded as in charge ofthe
foodstuffs being collected for a major sacrificial feast. Recent restudy of
faunal evidence from the palace has revealed the remains of feasting for

considerable numbers, probably over I,ooo people. Moreover, the state

of these bones (burnt after the meat was removed) suggests sacrificial

activiry rather than mere culinary practice. The species represented

(preclominantly male oxen, with at least one red deer) conform better
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to the iconography in the wall paintings described above than to ¡þ.
more varied list of species in documents (oxen, sheep, goats, pigÐ.

The location of one deposit of bones, along with miniature kylikes
(stemmed drinking cups) in Archives Complex Room 7' suggesh a

role for palatial administrators in monitoring the proper fulfìllment of
such rituals and the numbers of high-ranking participants for whorn
special seating was provided.s: Finally, the huge numbers of ceramics

stored in palace pantries accessible either to inner courts or upon entry

to the palatial complex (Ch. rz, p. 29r), including kylikes and various

bowls for food, are consistent with the numbers suggested by quantities

on documents and by the faunal evidence.s4 Gold Mycenaean kylikes,

bowls, and Minoan chalices are recorded on Pylos tablet Tn 3ró as

"sent" or "sanctified" to Potnia , Zevs, Hera, Hermes, and minor deities

(Pl. r3.3).85

A Lesr Loor AT HoMER

In conclusion, we might recall the massive communiry-unltlng sacri-

fices of bulls conducted by Nestor in Homer's Odyssey Book 3. There

Telemachus, son of Odysseus, arrives, searching both for his father and

for role models - his own has been absent for many years - of the

"good king" that he himself is on the verge of becoming. He immedi-

ately sees nine companies of men (compare the nine main cornmunities

in the Hither Province of Mycenaean Pylo$, each sacrifìcing nine bulls

under the supervision of their good king Nestor. This scene defìnes the

main characteristic of the king of Pylos throughout this book: his pious

attention to religious ceremony.
This is the same aspect of rulership that we see most in evidence in

the iconographical program of the Palace of Nestor, in its archaeological

remains, and in the Linear B textual documentation from Pylos. The

description of the king of Pylos in Odyssey Book 3 then looks not like

fìction, but like preserved traditional memory slightly "heated up" for

emphasis.

CoNcrusIoNS

It is doubtful whether we shall ever understand Mycenaean ritual beließ

as fully as we do later Greek religion. The Mycenaean Greeks did

not write down in preservable form sacred myths, sacred laws, ritual

Mvc¡Nlr,qx RErIctoN

prescriptions, or even the names of pious dedicants. Material evidence

for sanctuaries and sanctllary structures away from palatial centers is

virtually nonexistent. Iconographical evidence is incomplete when we
nrove beyond images of simple and central practices: animal sacrifìce,

communal processions, and bardic performance. On seals, unlike the

Minoans, the Mycenaeans chose not to represent gods appearing to

human beings. The Linear B texts give us the basics: the names of gods

worshiped, in some cases where they were worshiped, the titles of cult

practitioners, cult implements, cult locales, and cult buildings, and the

vocabulary for "holy," "deity," and "offering." They sometimes record

who offered what to whom, where, and when.
By combining different categories of evidence and by cautiously

using different interpretative approaches, we do know roughly how

the Mycenaeans fìt into the evolution of religious practices and basic

religious notions in the Aegean area from the Minoans and pre-Greek

inhabitants of the southern Balkan peninsula to the well-attested his-

torical Greek communities of the historical period.'We have suggested,

too, that the Homeric poems may be more useful in preserving some

form of authentic memories of Bronze ,\ge religion than it is now

fashionable to accept.
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